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To the world it mattered not that you existed 

And life goes on as if you'd never been 

While I alone, shed bitter tears of mourning 

In grievous loss of you, my precious friend. 

Iris Lee Pierno



Disenfranchised Grief

• Grief that is not acknowledged by society.

• A person experiences a sense of loss but 
does not have a socially recognized right, role, 
or capacity to grieve

“…the narrow definition of who deserves sympathy and 
understanding is responsible for inflicting pain on the 

bereaved that is often greater than the loss itself” 

Chur-Hansen, 2010:17



Pets as Family

• Attachment theory

• Attachment provides protection from risks 
associated with chronic stress

• The severity and length of grief is correlated 
with the degree of attachment to the 
deceased pet (e.g. Wrobel and Dye 2003)

• Consistent across most Western countries

– Several studies from Japan



Pets as family (cont.)
• Since pets were family 

members during life, many 
people feel they should be 
treated like human family 
members in death

• The fact that they are not 
contributes to social 
perceptions of the division 
between human/animal

• Two main options for doing 
this:
– Pet cemeteries

– Memorialisation in the home



Pet cemeteries

• Not a new idea



Pet cemetery support industries

• “Paw Pods” for goldfish up 
to large dog breeds

• Biodegradable and contain 
perennial flower seeds

• Made from bamboo, rice 
husk, and recycled 
materials.



Memorials



Memorials (cont.)

• Free online memorials available
– People post a picture of their pet and a story about 

them and can share the link

– Visitors to the sites can post comments of sympathy

– On-line support group for dealing with grief from loss 
of pet

• Also availability of tailored pet loss sympathy 
cards online
– Generally not available in usual outlets

• Hallmark now has pet sympathy range in the US









Other forms of recognition

• The Rainbow Bridge

– A vignette often emailed between friends

– A happy ever after story

– Often read to children

• Children’s books



The ritual of the funeral

• Funerals are the traditional ritual to mark the end of a 
life
– Common to all cultures and have been practised for 

thousands of years
• This breadth and history emphasises that they meet an important 

social need
• They are typically public events
• Usually follow a traditional, cultural specific procedure

– The predictable pattern helps participants  feel at ease
– A true ritual is unrepeatable

• The symbolism of the funeral ritual provides a means 
to express grief when language alone is not enough
– Can have significant benefits for participants



The ritual of the funeral (cont.)

• Societal and religious rituals help participants 
cross thresholds from one status to another 
(Van Gennep 1909, 1960).

• Usually evoke a special mood

• Standard order of proceedings which reduces 
anxiety and helps create a feeling of security.

• Can also be non physical, such as music and 
poetry 



Symbols
• Important for rituals, including funerals, to 

include symbols or activities that represent 
the past and present experiences of some 
aspect of the loss (Reeves 2011)
– symbols are used to direct and invite participants’ 

attention towards the purpose of the ceremony.
• Usually items that have a close connection to the 

deceased, eg the tennis racket of someone who was an 
avid tennis player, framed photos of the person, toys 
(for children’s funerals), pair of their favourite shoes

• Handfuls of “dust” or earth



The purpose of the funeral 

• Remembers or “celebrates” the life and 
acknowledges the death 

• Helps the bereaved face the reality of the 
death

• Sharing of memories  affirms the worth of the 
deceased 

• Legitimises the pain of the bereaved



The purpose of the funeral (cont.)

• Public acknowledgement of importance of the life 
that has gone.

• Physical presence is the most important show of support for 
the living

• Allows people to say goodbye, which gives sense 
of closure

• An accepted venue for painful feelings
• May be the only time and place in society to  openly  and 

outwardly express sadness 
• Allows expression or release of grief
• Healthy grief  can involve expressing painful thoughts and 

feelings



The absence of mourning rituals for 
the death of pets

• Despite pets being family members, contemporary 
mortuary and funeral practices place pets between 
animals and humans

• Indicates their status as marginal and temporary family 
members

• Yet contemporary social changes tend to strengthen the 
role of pets as family
– Increasing proportion of single person households

– Delayed marriage 

– Declining fecundity 

– Empty nests and ageing



Human grief on the death of a pet

• Because pets are family, grief at the loss of a 
pet can be as profound as if the person had 
lost a human family member
– Substantial research evidence

• But the loss of a pet is not recognized by our 
society as a significant loss
– Associated grief is therefore disenfranchised 

• isolates people from their social network,

• ability to cope with other day to day stressors may be 
impaired.



Common findings in research on pet 
bereavement

• Females have more difficulty than males in 
coping with the death of a pet  

• females more likely to acknowledge their distress than 
males are.

• Level of grief associated with degree and 
quality of attachment
– Not always associated with length of relationship

• The first introduction to the concept of death 
for many children



Disenfranchised grief from pet loss

• Now becoming recognised due to increasing 
interest in attachment theory and pets and family

• Counselling and support groups now available
– legitimizing  a bereaved caretaker’s grief allows them 

to move ahead more quickly to resolve their grief

– But only a minority of people losing human love ones 
seek professional help, presumably even fewer for pet 
loss

– Evidence that other activities are even more effective 
than counselling and psychotherapy (Castle and 
Phillips 2003)



The funeral ritual as a support 
mechanism

• Funerals are another means of legitimising 
grief. 

– Could be used as the first step, especially as 
typically conducted soon after the death

• considerable time  may pass before the person seeks 
counselling

• May have to wait for weeks or months to see a chosen 
counsellor



Similarities between arranging or 
attending funerals and counselling

• Usually no previous relationship between the 
client and the funeral professional (celebrant, 
funeral director)

• A short-term, professional caring relationship 
that occurs between strangers.

• The ritual of the funeral can provide many of the coping 
mechanisms provided by counselling
• Reminiscing

• Discussing the death with another person (catharsis)

• Acknowledgment of the importance of the loss

• Connecting with others who have had a similar experience



So why don’t we have funerals for pets 
when we are so attached to them we see 

them as family, and funerals have 
beneficial effects?



• Not the norm

– Fear of ridicule 

– Individuals may feel that there is no one, or very 
few people in their social network, who 
understand and are sympathetic to their grief.



• Family and friends may say things like

“It was just a dog!”

“Why don’t you just get another one?”

– Implies that:

• the pet is not recognized as a family relationship, and 
not even worthy of grieving, let alone having a funeral 

• there is something inherently wrong with someone 
who would grieve for an animal and go to the trouble 
of arranging a funeral when most people do not.



Observations from the field

• Some funeral celebrants in SA conduct funerals 
and memorials for animals as well as humans
– usually they have some personal connection with 

animals and thus understand the clients’ perspectives

• No one in SA currently specialises in pet funerals 
(‘til now!) 
– A small number in Australia

• Most seem to have previously worked in human funeral 
homes according to their website bios

– Many in the US, UK and Japan
– A market niche!



Kaye

• Professional wedding and funeral celebrant 
for ten years

• Became a funeral celebrant after her son died

• Freelance but usually gets work through specific funeral 
homes

– Trainer for the Australian Academy of Celebrancy

• Has conducted approximately 50 funerals or memorials 
for pets

• Puppy walker and foster carer for RSB Guide Dogs

• Also has her own dog



Kaye’s observations

• Roughly equal balance between families with 
kids, childless couples and single people 
wanting pet funerals or memorials

– If single person, gender balance is 40:60 M:F

• People without kids usually aged 50-65

• Usually attended by immediate family only

• Has done mainly cats and dogs but also a few 
birds



Kaye’s observations (cont.)

• About half of the clients wish to speak about the 
pet, the other half leave it all to Kaye

• Most say they will never have another pet but 
many eventually do get one
– Hard to know as professional relationship usually brief

• The ceremony lasts about 20 minutes (typically 
one hour for humans)

• Most have been conducted at the client’s home, 
not pet cemeteries
– Some at beach or park



• Many of her pet funeral clients have had RSB 
guide dogs
– They want to publicly acknowledge and thank the dog 

for improving their quality of life
– Suggests that funerals for service animals may have 

more social legitimacy
– Similarity with medals and memorials for animal 

heroes 
• Animal has to do something “special” to deserve attention 

after death

• Clients may contact her between a few days to up 
to 12 months after the death of the pet



Jan

– (Retired) celebrant with White Lady Funerals for 
15 years

– A client of mine (riding, clicker training, 
horsemanship)

– Deeply committed to animal well being (has 5 
rescue cats and 3 horses)

– Conducted funeral for her long time equine 
partner herself



Jan

• Funeral held at rural property where her horse had 
lived (and was buried)

• Attended by friends (most in 50s and 60s age group) 

• Her motivations for doing it herself were:
• Felt he deserved it

• Didn’t know anyone else who could (or would) do it

• Self-care - familiar with how funerals help people deal with death 
of loved ones

• Had never done pet funeral before and doesn’t know if 
she will conduct funerals for future deaths of her 
animal friends.



Conclusion
• There is a place for pet funerals
• Need for further research

– How much the funeral ritual helps deal with grief for bereaved pet 
caretakers

– Comparison of grieving persons who did not have funeral or grief 
counselling with those who have either or both.

• Survey of pet funeral celebrants to establish profile of clients
• Survey of pet caretakers with living pet and who have lost 

pets and people without pets to guage their attitudes toward 
pet funerals

• To what extent do they or should they resemble human funerals? Why, 
why not?

• Is it just attachment or are there other factors (eg extension of self) 
associated with people seeking funerals for animals? 



Coming soon…

• Farewell Friends 

– funeral and memorial services for all species

– Contact Lisel!


